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Hi Milcho,
Thank you for writing the essay “ Truth and Fiction Art and 
Faith” .
I believe a documentary fi lm is perceived by the audience 
as being a diff erent basic color than the narrative fi lm 
using actors or than the narrative fi lm with actors as well 
the caption "This is based on a true story". With "Mothers" 
you painted in these diff erent colors.
In your essay when you describe the existence of these 
colors it was revelatory to me. It was a phenomenon 
that I had never thought of so clearly: how articulate the 
diff erence is in the audience's perception of each of the 
styles described above.
I was also struck by the type of fi lmmaking that you carry 
out with “ Mothers” a fi lmmaking where the artist's faith 
in a work becomes the unifying force for disparate styles 
within it. In this kind of fi lm the director is a very very 
important player.
The fact that you took as you said the leap of faith in your commitment and relation 
to the work when creating it even though you were altering the form in a way 
which could be deemed as shocking is extremely impressive to me. You are doing 
something very important culturally. I believe that cultures get sick of themselves 
and to end this sickness they need to change the form of their art. And I truly feel 
that even if the change in an art form that an artist attempts seems unimaginable 
or very unusual at fi rst that's OK because they still may be leading the way to a 
needed change. Making "Mothers" took a lot of courage. Many artists now use 
found objects in their paintings thanks to artists like Picasso and Rauschenberg, but 
those two had to ignore the power of a lot of tradition in the art of painting to do what they did. It could 
seem unrelated to you but what comes to mind is the thought of Steven Spielberg struggling to fi nish 
the movie“ Jaws” going greatly over his time and his budget so that it was the way that he wanted it and 
through doing this possibly leading the way to a new type of movie which is still dominant today.
During the question and answer after the screening of “ Mothers” you stated something to the eff ect that 
that every director will direct the same story diff erently, that the story doesn't matter that much. I wanted 
to tell you that I believe this is an extremely extremely important thing to understand, but it isn't at all 
obvious. I’ m really glad that you stated it so clearly.
Thanks a million for “ Mother's” and the “ Five Drops of Dream” show. 
Sincerely, Brian

Filmot e FANTASTICEN.Spored mene toj sto saka da gleda fi lm vo koj mozokot nema da 
mu bide vo tegla,ke go razbere i ke se voodusevi ili mi ti ke go “istrese od gaki” kako mene 
sto mi se sluci.Ako nekoj bara klasicen fi lm vo koj posle 5-6 sceni stanuva jasno ili se 
nagovestuva mototo,neke ne si go gubi vremeto zosto nema da go razbere , no od druga 
strana, moze da uziva vo fotografi jata i muzikata.
Poln pgodok i mislim, se e sodrzano vo recenicata na Babata “kuro kraj nema”,pomegu 
vistinata i lagata,realnoto prikazano razgoleno, bez sminka i
fasada no ne vulgarno.Gi opfaka site momenti vo drzavava ni....
Dokumentarniot del e mnogu dobro sraboten,se gleda deka ne se stedelo na vreme 
,energija i mnooogu rabota za da se postigne celta .Mnogu fakti te ostavaat bez zdiv a 
slabostite vo sistemot epen se namegdan.Jas ne go doziveav kako dokmunetaren,tuku 
kako del od ostanatite dve prikazni.
Iskocivme od kino i kjutevme, nemavme sila da zborime posle takov fi lm. Seuste sum pod 
inpresija na nekoi sceni koi me voodusevija i ne mi izleguvaat od
glava. Ete taka jas go doziveav Majki,a koga ke mi” legne” malku bi sakala da go
gledam povtorno.

Jas ne sum fi lmski kritichar, ama sakam da Vi kazam 
deka pokraj moeto domasno i (drustveno) opstestveno 
vospitanie,da stanam podobar Covek mi pomognaa 
Vasite FILMOVI. Da bidam poodgovorna Makedonka,a 
najmnogu,najmogu od Se da bidam podobra Majka.Kako 
oddelenski nastavnik, praktikuvam(na prvata roditelska da 
im go preporacam fi lmot ”Majki”, a vo idnina bi sakala da 
imam hrabrost i da ja zapocnam roditelskata sredba tokmu 
so nego).Toj ima mnogu silna poraka kako “ne treba so 
decata”,I kako podocna vo zivotot toa ne se isprava.
Vi blagodaram za iskrenosta!
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“A provocative and innovative fi lm from Macedonia that 
blurs the line between reality and fi ction. An intensely 
engaging fi lm, Mothers is not only a study on how reality 
is perceived and recorded, but also an examination of how 
women survive in a contemporary post-war culture.” 
(Clevelandfi lm.org) 

“Stylistically provocative.” 
(Connor McGrady, Brooklyn Rail) 

“Manchevski gradually reveals the corruption and the 
failure of the Macedonian investigative and judicial system. 
[…] Manchevski‘s esthetic experiment proves successful 
and confi rms -- especially in the two fi ction episodes -- his 
extraordinary talent as a storyteller of images and moods, his 
skills in directing actors of every age and his ability to suggest 
hints instead of verifying theories.” 
(Giovanella Rendi, close-up.it) 

“Mothers is a daring, provocative, controversial fi lm that 
explores the deepest human emotions: love and fear, while 
searching for the truth in between the two. […] Mothers will 
not give you refuge from reality, but - on the contrary - it will 
make you look at reality and oneself with eyes wide open.” 
(Rochester Democrat & Chronicle) 

“Structurally unusual, almost experimental and a very 
exciting fi lm. […] A powerful punch in the stomach to the 
Macedonian society.” (Dubravka Lakic, Politika) 

“Provoking deep refl ection and polemic.” (slovesa.net) 

“Superior directing.” (Märkische Oberzeitung) 

“Compelling Mothers mixes truth and fi ction. […] The story’s 
true power lies in its depiction of social change.” (Arab Times) 

“All three stories contain a hidden web of lies and betrayals, 
constructing a powerful fi nal act about community and 
respect.” (Radmila Djurica) 

“One sad fi lm. […] Macedonian reality - exposed in Mothers by 
Milcho Manchevski’s talented hand, mind and camera - is twisted, 
depressing and ugly.” (Milen Radev, Svobodata.com) 

“[Mothers is an] operation completely extraneous to the 
conceptual and aesthetic codes of contemporary cinema. 
[…] Manchevski’s epic humanism fi nally returns.” 
(CineClandestino.it) 

“A really subtle exploration of truth and fi ction in three 
deliberately diverse episodes, courageously pushing the 
boundaries between fi cti on and documentary in order to exert 
and negotiate a powerful feeling.” 
(The Offi cial Jury elucidation on the Belgrade FEST award to 
Mothers)

“Manchevski‘s iconoclastic feature Mothers captures 

the heartbreaking state of contemporary Macedonia 

through the eyes of several mothers who are 

everything from dedicated, neglectful, loving and 

absent.” 
(Origin Theatre Balkan Mini-Fest at Lincoln Center)

 “With this gradation Manchevski emphasizes that 

reality is more bizarre and crueler than any fi ction.  In 

addition to the very original directorial approach, the 

fi lm is also dominated by a sharp critique of a system 

that supports police dysfunctionality and judicial 

ineffi  ciency, leaving the citizens to live in insecurity 

and fear. Th e interesting genre gradation and stories 

which are all astonishing in their own ways will leave 

a strong impression even on the more demanding 

viewers.”  (Croatian TV)

“[Mothers is a] devastatingly stark, yet ultimately 

compassionate portrait of mothers, violence and 

the state.”  (Amy Guggenheim)

 “Mothers is a very strange fi lm, sometimes 

sophisticated, poignant and often elliptical. […] 

One of the most interesting and original fi lmmakers 

of recent years [...] One of those authors who are 

not afraid to face the genres and to push the 

boundaries.” 

(Diego Pierini, LoudVision) 

“Mothers debunks the notion that documentaries can 

tell the truth.” (Virginia Wright Wexman, Off screen) 

“Art or death. Opposing compromise, opposing 

image consumerism.” (Fulvia Caprara, La Stampa) 

“Genius director […] Groundbreaking poignant fi lms 

[…] Dizzying dialectic […] Rave review […] Milcho 

wants us to think. Isn’t that what great art should do? 

[…] Better than fi ction in its outrageous irony.” 

(Vanessa McMahon, fest21.com / fi lmfestivals.com) 

“Manchevski goes beyond the literal -- to explore a 

deeper realm where sexuality, motherhood and the 

art of storytelling reside in confl ict. […] Mothers 

is a return to form for fi lmmaker Milcho Manchevski.” 

(The Cleveland Plain Dealer) 

“Mothers is a fi lm about moral courage.” (Zitty Berlin)

“Mothers offers a vision between truth and fi ction.” 

(Diario De Las Palmas) 

“Painfully beautiful.” (Duma)
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жирито на критичари за доделувањето на наградата 

Небојша Џукелиќ на белградски ФЕСТ за Мајки)

„Ги компонира на таков начин што во исто време 

се судираат и се спојуваат. […] Додека гледаме, 

почнуваме да се сомневаме во документарното и се 

повеќе да веруваме на уметничкото, интуитивното, 

драмското. Врските меѓу елементите постојат само во 

умот на гледачот“. (Рада Шарланџиева, „Лик“)

„Мајки почнува со прикаска, всушност со 
фабрикување на лага, потоа се обидува да фабрикува 
мит и завршува со кршење на сликите за реалното, каде 

што не е можно фабрикување. […] Нема лесно читање 

на Мајки, ние треба само да работиме со авторот за да 

ги откриеме неговите многу значења“. 
(Пирс Хендлинг, директор на Меѓународниот филмски 

фестивал во Торонто)

„Мајки отвора линии меѓу документарното и играното 

а во исто време и ги мати. […] Таквите моменти му 

даваат на филмот на Манчевски специјално место во 

современиот филм што треба да го види публиката 

во целиот свет. […] Многу сцени и моменти ќе ви 

останат во сеќавање долго по гледањето на филмот“. 

(Ендру Хортон, „Скрипт“)

„Милчо Манчевски знае како да сними филм, што 
може да се види во неговиот сигурен дебитантски 
филм Пред дождот, номиниран за Оскар, кој го 
привлече вниманието на Стивен Спилберг и побара 
средба со него. Неговите три испреплетени љубовни 
приказни се предвесник на трите приказни во 
Мајки, но Мајки ме потсети на полна програма 
во старомодните кино сали“.[…] Постојано ми го 
држеше вниманието“. („Томсон он Холивуд“, „Индивајр“, 

рецензија на Ен Томсон)

„Македонскиот режисер Милчо Манчевски, 

номиниран за Оскар, го меша играното со 

документарното во филм што погаѓа на емотивно, а 

не на интелектуално ниво“. („Холивуд репортер“)

„Вештото справување со различните материјали 
е концептуално предизвикувачки и сосема 
задоволувачки“. (Крис Билтон, „Ај викли“)

„Македонскиот режисер Милчо Манчевски 

продолжува по неговиот карактеристичен 

уметнички пат“. („Холивуд репортер“)

„Прекрасна уметност за грдата реалност“. („Вест“)

„Интригантна наративна сложувалка поделена 

на три различни дела: вињета фокусирана на две 

ученички; подолга приказна за патување на село; и 

документарец за сериски убиец. Заедно сочинуваат 

иронична, скептична размисла за минатото, 

сегашноста и иднината на земјата“. („Ејџ“)

“Original storytelling and courageous experimenting 

with the fi lm language and genres. … Subtle and truthful 

storytelling.” 
(Th e Critics’ Jury elucidation on presenting the Neboja 

Djukelic Award at Belgrade FEST to Mothers) 

“He composes [the stories] in a way where they collide and 

merge at the same time. […] While we watch, we start to 

doubt the documentary and trust more and more the artistic, 

the intuitive, the dramatic. The bonds between elements 

exist only in the mind of the spectator.” 

(Rada Sharlandzhieva, Lik)  

“Mothers begins with fi ction, indeed with the fabrication 

of a lie, moves on to an attempt at the fabrication of a myth 

and ends in the shattering imagery of the real, where no 

fabrication is possible. […] Th ere is no easy reading of 

Mothers, only a need for us to work with the fi lmmaker to 

uncover its many meanings.” 
(Piers Handling, Toronto International Film Festival Director) 

Mothers opens up lines between documentary and fi ction at 

the same time that it also blurs them. […] Such moments 

give Manchevski’s fi lm a special place in contemporary 

cinema that should be viewed by audiences around the 

world. […] Many scenes and moments that will stay with 

you long after viewing the fi lm.” (Andrew Horton, Script) 

“Milcho Manchevski knows how to make a movie, as was 

demonstrated by his assured, Oscar-nominated debut fi lm 

Before the Rain, which made Stephen Spielberg sit up and 

request a meeting. Its three intertwined love stories have 

been cited as precedent for the three stories of Mothers, but 

Mothers reminded me of a full, old-fashioned movie palace 

program. […] I was never less than engaged.” 

(Th omson on Hollywood, Indiewire, 
review by Anne Th omson) 

“Oscar-nominated Macedonian director Milcho Manchevski 

mixes fi ction with documentary in a fi lm that hits home 

on an emotional rather than intellectual level.” 

(Hollywood Reporter) 

“Manchevski’s deft  handling of the various materials is both 

conceptually challenging and thoroughly satisfying.” 

(Eye Weekly, reviewed by Chris Bilton) 

“Macedonian director Milcho Manchevski continues down 

his distinctive artistic path.”(Hollywood Reporter) 

“Beautiful art about ugly reality.” (Vest Daily) 

“An intriguing narrative puzzle divided into three 

contrasting sections: a vignette centred on two schoolgirls; 

a longer story about a trip to the countryside; and a 

documentary about a serial killer. Together they add up to a 

wry, sceptical refl ection on the nation‘s past, present and 

future.” (Th e Age)
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On Milcho Manchevski’s 
Mothers (2011)
ANDREW HORTON

Two young girls with cell phones report 
a male fl asher to the local police even 
though they never actually see him. A 
young documentary fi lm team enters an 
isolated country village to fi lm the only two 
remaining residents: an elderly brother 
("Grandpa") and sister ("Grandma") who 
haven't said a word to each other in sixteen 
years. Finally, a group of retired cleaning 
ladies, all of them mothers, are discovered 
raped and murdered, and an investigation of 
the crime commences.

What do these three seemingly disparate 
tales have in common, and where do 
documentary and fi ction begin and end?

The award-winning writer/director Milcho 
Manchevski invites us to answer these 
questions and unify the three narratives in 
his latest (fi lm)script Mothers (2010).1 

Manchevski built a career in the United 
States where he made numerous short fi lms, 
published books of fi ction and photography, 
staged performance art, taught at the NYU 
fi lm school, and directed episodes of HBO’s 
The Wire. Mothers, however, which recently 
premiered at the 2010 Toronto Film Festival, 
is set and was shot entirely in his native 
Macedonia.

Also set and (partially) fi lmed in the former 
Yugoslav republic, Manchevski’s Oscar-
nominated feature debut Before the Rain 
(1994)2 

liberated mid-90s audiences from a surplus 
of CNN-style Yugoslav War coverage. In 
place of dry reportage, Before the Rain 
offers picturesque Macedonian landscapes 
and thrusts audiences into the lives of 
complex Christian and Muslim characters 
and their dysfunctional family dynamics. 
Both fi lm(scripts) present three narratives 
that have no direct link to one another, but 
Mothers, unlike Before the Rain, doesn’t 
focus on the clash of Islamic and Christian 
cultures or on politics or family feuds. 
Instead, as Manchevski suggests, it’s a 
fi lm(script) “from Macedonia” rather than 
one “about Macedonia.” 3

By presenting three autonomous narratives 
in the same fi lm(script), Manchevski allows 
the viewer to build his or her own bridges 
between them. This highly-personal process 
of generative linking partially explains 
his latest fi lm(script)’s title, as well as 
its feminine atmosphere, and challenges 
audiences to view Mother through a feminine 
lens. While Hollywood, like most other 
worldwide cinema, routinely creates “male-
centered” fi lm(script)s without women at 
the center, Manchevski’s latest effort also 
illustrates ways in which mothers, daughters, 
grandmothers, and wives fi nd ways to survive 
in a contemporary post-war culture.

The construction of reality is as thematically 
important to Mothers as gender issues are. 
The fi lm(script) effectively erases the the 
lines that divide documentary and fi ction 
and explores how and why different forms 
of reality are recorded and destroyed. 
As producer Christina Kallas suggests, 
Mother “blurs the lines between fi ction and 
documentary stylistically. But this ... has 
to do with our perception rather than with 
the director’s intention to manipulate you 
... [Mothers] is completely devoid of such 
intentions.”

For example, the fi rst story merges fact and 
mendacity in a particularly contemporary, 
YouTube-age way: nine year old girls 
Bea and Kjara take photos with their cell 
phones and invent stories about what they 
see, including one about a fi ctitious male 
fl asher. The three young fi lmmakers try to 
create a record of a bygone culture before 
it disappears but record Grandpa burning 
his photographs and thereby destroying 
his past. In the fi nal story, investigators -- 
ignorant of circumstances and contributing 
factors -- must invent reasons why a group 
of mother-maids were raped and killed.

Manchevski’s fi lm(script) also presents 
excellent characters and performances. 
Emilija Stojkovska and Milijana Bogdanoska 
play the blithely innocent and devilishly 
cunning pair of nine year old girls. The 
would-be documentarians, Ana (Ana 
Stojanovska), Kole (Vladimir Jacev), and 
Simon (Dimitar Gjorgjievski) negotiate a love 
triangle, and Grandpa (Salaetin Bilal) and 
Grandma (Ratka Radmanovic) each give “old 
age” new life. Lending Mothers a fi nal sense 
of vérité, the actual residents of Kičevo are 
interviewed as part of the third narrative’s 
murder investigation.

Manchevski’s latest also avoids the easy 
“happy ending” offered by fi lm(script)s such 
as Niki Caro’s Whale Rider (2002). 4

Instead, Manchevski, who admits to the 
infl uence of Dostoevsky and Gogol, prefers 
tempering the positive aspects of life with 
the more unpleasant: “I made Mothers as 
an attempt to fi gure out how to live and 
not be on the losing side -- at least for the 
moment. Perhaps we need to embrace our 
sadness and our fears.”

1 Produced by Christina Kallas, Mothers was written and 
directed by Milcho Manchevski (Banana Film, et al., 2010). 
For more information on Mothers and Manchevski, see 
http://www.manchevski.com/ (22 October 2010. “Milcho 
Manchevski - Home Page,” n.d.).
2 Before the Rain was produced by Marc Baschet 
and written and directed by Milcho Manchevski (Aim 
Productions, et al., 2010). For more information on 
Before the Rain, see http://www.imdb.com/title/
tt0110882/.
3 Аll quotes have been taken from the Mothers press 
kit (.pdf).
4 Whale Rider, written by Niki Caro and Witi Ihimaera; 
directed by Niki Caro (South Pacifi c Pictures, et al., 
2002).
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راهنماى فيلم

مادران
MOTHERS

مانچفسـكي از آن دسته فيلم سازاني ست كه 
سبك فيلم سـازي اش با توجه به سوژه و داستان 
مورد نظرش تغيير مي كند، و در فيلم آخرش، به 
شيوه اي مستندـ  داستاني و با استفاده از حركت 
تدريجي درام به سمت مصاحبه، روايتي مرموز و 
غير قابل اعتماد از شخصيتي ناديدني به نمايش 
مي گذارد. جست وجو به دنبال اين فرد، با استفاده 
از فرم اپيزوديك در شهر هاي مختلف مقدونيه، 
نتايـج غريبي به دنبال دارد و به تدريج، كه سـه 
فيلم ساز مي كوشند نشانه هايي از جنايت هاي پنهان 
و پي گيري نشـده به دست آورند، فرم داستاني 
فيلم نيز در نهايت به سمت مستند ميل مي كند و 

حس بيننده را به سوي معمايي هراس آور سوق مي دهد. كار با بازيگران (به خصوص 
بچه ها در صحنه ي آغازين) نشان دهنده ي قدرت و مهارت فيلم ساز است. مانچفسكي 
استعداد فوق العاده اي ست كه هنوز نتوانسته موفقيت همه جانبه ي نخستين فيلم اش يعني 

«پيش از باران» را در سه فيلم بعدي اش به طور كامل تكرار كند. 

سينماى جهان
 

كارگردان: ميلچو مانچفسكي
بازيگران: اميليا استوژكوفسكا، 

ميليانا بوگدانوسكا
 124 دقيقه
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راهنماى فيلم

Courtesy of CIFF

"Mothers"

Review

Mothers

What: (2010/Macedonia/France/Bulgaria) 123 minutes. In

Macedonian, with subtitles.

When: 11:20 a.m. Wednesday, 4:20 p.m. Friday and 11:15

a.m. Saturday in the Cleveland International Film Festival.

Grade:A

MORE FILM FEST

Plain Dealer coverage: Daily reviews, previews and &

more

Cleveland International Film Festival website:

Schedules, tickets & more

'Mothers' a return to form for filmmaker Milcho Manchevski
John Petkovic, The Plain Dealer By John Petkovic, The Plain Dealer 

Email the author | Follow on Twitter 

on March 30, 2011 at 6:00 AM, updated March 30, 2011 at 7:50 AM

On the surface, "Mothers" is three separate

films barely glued together. To fans of

Milcho Manchevski, it's a return to form --

one he used in his 1994 Academy Award-

nominated film "Before the Rain."

The first vignette revolves around two little

girls who falsely accuse a man of flashing

them in the bustling streets of the Skopje.

The second takes us to rural Macedonia,

following a camera crew shooting a

documentary on life in a small town that

has been evacuated save for two elderly

people. The man and woman are seemingly

related, but something in the past has left

them estranged.

There's sexual tension in this vignette, also

-- involving a woman and two men in the

crew.

The finale is outright violent. It's a

documentary on a reporter who chronicled

the crimes of a sex killer -- with such detail

that he is suspected of the crimes himself.

The connection?

On a literal level, it's tenuous. But Manchevski goes beyond the literal -- to explore a deeper realm where

sexuality, motherhood and the art of storytelling reside in conflict.

© 2015 cleveland.com. All rights reserved.
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RSSSS
مانچفسـك
سبك فيلمسـ
مورد نظرش
شيوهاي مستن
تدريجي درام
غير قابل اعتم
ميگذارد. جس
از فرم اپيزود
نتايـج غريبي
فيلمساز ميك
و پيگيري ن
نيز در نه فيلم
حس بيننده ر
بچهها در صح
استعداد فوقال
«پيش از بارا
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e literal to explore a deeper realm where
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TIFF Diary: Mothers 
Milcho Manchevski knows how to make a movie, as was demonstrated by his 
assured, Oscar-nominated debut film Before the Rain, which made Stephen 
Spielberg sit up and request a meeting. Its three intertwined love stories have been 
cited as precedent for the three stories of Mothers, but Mothers reminded me of a 
full, old-fashioned movie palace program – though a somewhat oddly assembled 
one. 
It begins with a comedic curtain-raiser, two cute kids who lie to the police about 
seeing a flasher, and the mother of the title arrives to haul them home while 
cursing, pushing a baby stroller, and wearing oddly inappropriate above-the-knee 
black lace stockings. The second story, the feature, is that of a three-man 
documentary film crew– make that two men and one lovely woman, who starts off 
as the partner of one and ends up with the other – who travel around in the country, 
documenting (and occasionally participating in) disappearing rural traditions.  
The second feature is an actual documentary about a serial killer of middle-aged 
women who turns out to be a journalist writing about the murders. I was never less 
than engaged. 
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Milcho Manchevski and His Forever Theme

Milcho Manchevski is a Macedonian director and screenwriter, born 1959 in, Skopjie. 
He moved to New York after high school and started his career since graduating from the 
fi lm program at Southern Illinois University in 1981. Although he had spent most of his 
years in America, his 4 feature fi lms are all about his hometown Macedonia, an Eastern 
Europe country that had long history in both great culture and long term war problems.

In Manchevski’s fi lm, the most fascinating thing to me is that he had kept telling 
diff erent stories about his country and showed the same theme through these stories. 
From my point of view, I can only see two things in his fi lm: 1, life and death; 2, the 
obsession about reality. These two themes ran through all his fi lms, and I would like to 
summarize them as a kind of obsession of humanity in Macedonia from a Macedonian as 
an outsider of his own country.

Reality and fantasy in storytelling

Storytelling from characters are all existed in his four feature fi lms. The photographer 
told the story about he made somebody killed people in Before the Rains; the story about 
how pasted people live in the other world in Shadows; In dust, the whole fi lm is formed by 
two stories; In Mothers, there are stories about fl asher, the story about the old brother and 
sister and the story about a murderer’s death. From the writer’s aspect, Manchevski made 
up or adapted all these stories, the most famous one is Before the Rains.

In Before the Rains, three stories arranged in a confusing timeline, which indicates to 
the famous script in the fi lm, “Time never dies, the circle is never round.” Many people 
tried to fi gure out which story comes fi rst, which comes after, and they all failed. Although 
these three story were told in realistic style separately, when you link them together, the 
whole story can be told from any point to start, and any point to end. I think the purpose 
of Manchevski is to trap a story into a piece of loop and twisted time, the heavy rain would 
never come and the intense of the period before the rain would always approaching to 
the maximum point but never actually reach. So the whole story is totally a fantasy but 
showed a real feeling of Macedonia.

Dust is very alike with Before the Rain. It was made in 2001. It shows a clear point 
of view of Manchevski’s storytelling way. He knew Before the Rain was his best playing 
with storytelling, and he had no interests in that anymore. I am surprised to fi nd that I 
can understand the whole story without subtitle even though I cannot understand 
Macedonian. The beauty of these two stories is that the deliberately confusion of reality 
and fantasy. In Before the Rains, the whole story is a fantasy, real world can’t be like that 
but human’s feeling can accept that and feels like reality. At the beginning of Dust, the fi rst 
layer of the story happened in New York, we can clearly tell that it is logically make sense. 
In the second layer, the old lady cannot remember the story well so she made mistakes, 
also because the story was took place before her birth, so she cannot know it completely. 
So this layer is the overlay of reality and fantasy, though they still have a clear boundary 
between each other, such as the young man argued people’s number with the old lady, 
so that we could know this part could be fantasy. The third layer is the most confusing 
part. Luke dropped on the ground in the air, the girl brought Luke into the future and saw 
Elijah’s death, 200 soldiers disappeared in the dust, and the black young man came from 
the past, the cowboy watched the plane fl y through sky. In the end he told the girl on 
the plane that he was there, and showed her the black and white photo with him inside. 
Manchevski doesn’t care about what is real what is illusion in this layer, and deliberately 
mix the timeline of the two stories together.

In Shadows, we know it was a ghost story after we watched it. So basically the story 
was again a fantasy. But all the ghosts were presented in a real way. The girl pretend to be 
someone’s wife, the old lady dressed like another cleaner in the building and when the 
neighbor dropped into the elevator, many people were there and trying to help, made 
them look like real people. It only showed some hints that indicate they are unreal. No 
one would link the bones with those vivid people, especially the girl Lazar fell in love with. 
All the real people seem to be interact with the ghosts. Like the fi rst time when someone 
broke into the professor’s offi  ce, Lazar and the girl said he was not there together, actually 
the person can just saw and heard Lazar, but Lazar himself cannot feel any diff erence. The 
dropping into elevator scene also did not mention what happened after they opened the 
door, people supposed to see there’s no one inside, but it had been ignored in the story. 
The other thing that presented in a real way is that all the ghosts did not mention how to 
make them rest in peace, if they are real ghosts they would know it was the bones, but 
none of them mentioned directly. So in the story it was Lazar found out what had his 
mother stolen and where to bury the bones.

In Mothers, it was the way Manchevski put the three stories together blurring the line 
of real and fantasy. First, we cannot know the timeline of the boy (fake fl asher), we saw he 
had been caught in the police offi  ce fi rst, then in the second story we saw him drive to 
the countryside with his friends. We can either assume that he had been the fake fl asher 
before the trip or after. But in the second story, we knew that the girl left her fi rst boyfriend 
and be with him between her two of her visits to the old lady. At her last visit (her latter 
boyfriend didn’t come with her), she said she was pregnant and her mother was dead so 
no one took care of her, again we can either assume that the boy was in jail so no one 
took care of her, or she broke up with the boy so he was out of the story. Every suspect 
situation perfectly makes sense, but all we know is the part that Manchevski wanted to 
show. The two stories seem to be unreal because too many things needs to be explained 
had been skipped. The fake documentary is even funny. Manchevski told us that the 
event is real, the people had been interviewed are playing their own characters, and the 
form of the third part is documentary. The only diff erence from what a real documentary 
supposed to be is the event had pasted for long time, and in the fi lm Manchevski asked 
those witnesses to act. The documentary gave me a feeling that truth cannot be known 

and recorded. Those witnesses are 
just the closest people to the truth, 
but no one can truly reach it. The 
witness cannot remember every 
detail about it, and they were out of 
diff erent purposes to decide to be 
in the fi lm, they would speak for the 
story that they wanted to show. So 
because the way Manchevski told the 
story in his fi lm, reality can never be 
reached and fantasy can make people 
feel real spirits.

Macedonian’s life and death

Life and death also runs through 
all Manchevski’s fi lms. Although 
he had all those fantastic and even 
legendary stories that attracted most 
of his audience attention, I think 
what he truly wanted to tell is the 
background of his all fi lms—Macedonia.

I love Dust and Before the Rains best. They both show perspective from outsiders. The 
clearest sight to see a race can never be inside the country. For Macedonians, they cannot 
keep their minds thinking when they had a history of blood and fi re for so many years.

It can’t be a coincident that Manchevski is a person who lived outside his country for 
more than half of his life. To Manchevski, I think he enjoyed to show his point of view 
within the stories. Although I cannot know much about this country, but it’s not hard to 
imagine in a place like that, there’s nothing as simple as right and wrong. I heard many 
people said they think Before the Rains is a story that tells people violence is wrong so 
it bring suff ers to people. While I was enjoying guessing what Manchevski really want 
to tell, I’d say I don’t think so. Manchevski is like a poet, a poet should not judge, a poet 
should hope. To me, he is always simply phrasing the death and birth, and hoping new 
birth can bring slightly better thing to this country. In before the Rains, three stories 
ended with death, but the structure of the stories shows that death can never be an 
end to Macedonians. I think to him death means eternity. Before the Rains is telling the 
story of people step in the big eternity loop by killing, dying, burying then killing again. 
I think this is the way how Macedonians live, when they are alive, to live soundly, to love 
enthusiastically; when they are dead, to moan painfully; when they are born, to celebrate 
loudly, even though they know there are going to be fi ghting, killing, death in this land, 
but every one is hoping.

Not like Before the Rains, the death and life circle is perfectly round in Dust. The child 
told the story how she was born from death and buried in the land where she was born. 
In Dust, Manchevski treated death in a diff erent way from Before the Rain. They buried the 
death killed by them sadly in Before the Rains, but in Dust, woman gave birth on the land 
full of dead body. It seems to be more hopeful in Dust, so many deaths sacrifi ce to one 
baby. The baby didn’t kill the robber when she was going to face her death, and her death 
made the robber’s heart became a little softer. Hope accompany with new birth, grow 
on the land of dust and death’s blood. Also, the time transition between the two stories 
indicates now Macedonians are better than past, and it will be better, which is indicated 
by the black man return to Macedonia (as a symbol of the old lady’s son).

If Before the Rain is a story about death and Dust is a story about birth, then I would 
say that Mothers is a story about being regretful and grateful to life itself, or I should 
say it’s just about life. Menchevski is a very ambitious director, and yet he successfully 
told one after another more and more great and complicated stories. Death, as one of 
this fi lm poet favorite element, appears in Mothers as well. I cannot understand why he 
would like to present the most intense story in documentary wayand put it at the last. 
My understanding is a kind of regret to the crime, and a kind of understanding from 
the director to his country as well. Before the third story, the fi rst one explains how 
Macedonians become cold towards all the crimes. It’s because children hadn’t been told 
to do the right things, their last generation and the generation before last one became 
numb after all the suff erings, so they pass this attitude towards their children. The second 
story is about salvation. It shows the good part of Macedonian, the part that war and 
suff ering could not changed. The girl returned the old lady’s wedding jewelry, showed her 
the fi lm they made, asked the old lady to live with her, all the thing she was done, is out of 
her pure humanity, indicates the salvation of the old days. Then the third story about the 
regret is making sense here.

I also love the title, Mothers. Being a mother means life (and to live) and death at the 
same time, she would probably die when she gives birth, and she would have chance 
to raise her child, form the child’s personality, the child might either be a better person 
than her or be a worse person. To me, the title indicates Manchevski’s forever subject, his 
country Macedonia. The meaning of mother just like

all his stories about this country, some are good, some are bad, but fi rst he has to have 
so deep emotion and blood bond with mother country. That is why he dares to show us 
so painful memories of Macedonia; so confl icting death and vivid love and life; so strong 
and violent lifestyle and history, with all his love.
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Oscar-nominated Macedonian director Milcho 
Manchevski mixes fi ction with documentary in a fi lm 
that hits home on an emotional rather than intellectual 
level.
BERLIN — Macedonian director Milcho Manchevski continues down 
his distinctive artistic path in his fourth feature, Mothers, which is about 
women of all shapes and sizes, not just maternal figures. Structured 
in three parts like his Oscar nominated debut Before the Rain, it mixes 
fiction (the first two episodes) with documentary for an interesting 
result that’s more compelling than the film’s underlying philosophical 
questions.
Manchevski says Mothers was inspired by the artwork of Robert 
Rauschenberg and is about the nature of truth, specifically our very 
subjective perception of truth. Perceptions of reality are stock themes 
for experimental filmmakers, yet despite the highbrow concept of 
Mothers, the film’s three sections are relatively linear and hit home on an 
emotional rather than intellectual level.
Nevertheless, the film’s unorthodox structure will make it the director’s 
most theatrically limited work to date. Mothers will be lucky to screen 
outside narrow cinephile circles.
All three episodes are set in Macedonia, the first (also the shortest and 
weakest) in the capital city of Skopje. Although the intimidating Bea 
(Emilija Stojkovska) and her sidekick Kjara (Miljana Bogdanoska) 
didn’t actually see the man who flashed their friend near their 
elementary school, they decide to report the event to the police. They 
stop along the way to buy some shoes and at the station take pictures 
of themselves on their cell phones. The girls play with the truth until 
somebody gets hurt, but none of the more serious questions about 
power and how reality can be manufactured are developed in an 
original way.
The film’s second and strongest part is about a small TV crew traveling 
to Mavrovo, in the country’s central west region, for a documentary on 
dying rural traditions. They find perfect subjects in a deserted village 
with only two inhabitants an ancient brother (Salaetin Bilal) and sister 
(Ratka Radmanovic) who haven’t spoken for 16 years. The crew has its 
own intrigues as well: sound engineer Simon (Dmitar Gjorgjievski) is 
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in love with camerawoman Ana (Ana Stojanovska), who’s sleeping with 
the director (Vladimir Jacev).
While Manchevski would have us ponder the nature of the siblings’ 
feud, the story’s true power lies in its depiction of social change. The 
brother and sister’s way of life has all but vanished in the modern world, 
a colorful bit of folklore for the bemused, urban filmmakers.
That women have come a long way and yet are fundamentally still the 
same also couldn’t be more explicitly shown in the differences between 
the free spirited, 20 something Ana and the elderly woman who cracks 
dirty jokes as she talks about her arranged marriage. The only one to 
feel a maternal pull from the old woman, Ana starts up a friendship that 
goes beyond the documentary.
All of the actors are quite good, but the episode belongs to Stojanovska 
and Radmanovic. Aged to look like she’s over 100, the latter’s 
performance is hauntingly gripping.
The third installment in Mothers is an TV style documentary on a 
serial killer from the town of Kicevo, who raped and murdered three 
women in their 60s. Crafted like a mystery, although the story ran in 
the international news in 2008, it features interviews with the victims’ 
families before disclosing the alleged perpetrator, Vlado Taneski, a 
respected crime reporter who lived next door to the three women and 
wrote about their murders.
Truth and fiction mix on several levels here, not least of which in 
regards the trust Taneski instilled in his neighbors, and his guilt, still 
being contested today. But Manchevski goes too far with police footage 
of the cadavers in the segment. Such images are gratuitous, even 
disrespectful of the victims’ families.
As in Before the Rain, elements from each segment are woven into the 
others, adding yet another layer to Manchevski’s recurring notion of 
the cyclicality of life itself.
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5. MOTHERS (123 minutes) R. THE 
LATEST from prominent Macedonian 
director Milcho Manchevski is an 
intriguing narrative puzzle divided into 
three contrasting sections: a vignette 
centred on two schoolgirls; a longer 
story about a trip to the countryside; 
and a documentary about a serial 
killer. Together they add up to a wry, 
sceptical refl ection on the nation’s past, 
present and future. Screens as part of 
the Macedonian Film Festival. Reading 
Cinemas (Epping), Sunday, 7pm
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